Behaviour of the crossbridges in stretched or compressed muscle fibres.
The maximum chord of the myosin heads is comparable to the closest surface-to-surface spacing between the myofilaments in a muscle at the slack length. Therefore, when the sarcomere length increases or when the fibre is compressed, the surface-to-surface myofilament spacing becomes lower than the head long axis. We conclude that, in stretched or compressed fibres, some crossbridges cannot attach, owing to steric hindrance. When the amount of compression is limited, this hindrance may be overcome by a tilting of the heads in the plane perpendicular to the filament axes; in this case, there is no consequence as concerns the crossbridge properties. In highly compressed fibres, the crossbridges become progressively hindered and all the crossbridges are hindered for an axis-to-axis spacing representing about 60% of the spacing observed under zero external osmotic pressure. In this case, both the isometric tension and the ATPase activity of the fibre are zero. In fibres stretched up to 3.77 microns (sarcomere length corresponding to the disappearance of the overlap between the thick and the thin filaments), the ratio of hindered crossbridges over the functional crossbridges may be estimated at about 55%. In stretched fibres, a noticeable proportion of crossbridges are sterically hindered and the crossbridges performance (e.g. constants of attachment and detachment) depends on filament spacing, i.e. on sarcomere length. Therefore, we think it is probably impossible to consider the crossbridges as independent force converters, since this idea requires that the crossbridge properties are independent of sarcomere length. In this connection, all the experiments performed on osmotically compressed fibres are of major importance for the understanding of the true mechanisms of muscle contraction.